
 

  



 

Electro-Diesels & Hybrids 

Back in the 1950s, the Southern Region of 
British Railways inherited 3rd rail 
electrification on its main lines – itself a 
legacy of a decision made back in the 
1930s – despite the overhead contact 
system having already been used 
successfully on the LB&SCR out of London.  
In retrospect, it seems that the main 
reason behind the use of 750V d.c. and 3rd 
rail between London and the South Coast, 
was the First World War and the 1929 
Wall Street Crash! 

The originally successful overhead 
electrification used a.c. technology, but the 
equipment was supplied from Germany, 
and the intervention of hostilities and its 
aftermath put paid to any further overhead 
systems being undertaken.  Following the 
Wall Street Crash in 1929, and the 
economic crises of that period and into the 
1930s, the Government sought to ease the 
horrendous unemployment levels, in part 
at least, by removing rail passenger duty.  
As a result of these events, the Southern 
Railway had sufficient capital to press 
ahead with the electrification of the main 
line from London to Brighton.  The major 
downside for later rail operations was the 
decision to opt for 3rd rail systems, with 
contact shoes on the outside of rolling 
stock, and at ground level. 

Looking back, with 21st century hindsight, it 
seems a risky and perhaps dangerous 
decision, giving the impression that the 
lines radiating south from London were 
treated as just an extension of suburban 
and commuter routes, as none were of any 
great length.  But of course, economic 
conditions could and did change, including 
the expansion of port facilities at places 
like Southampton, and for main line 
operations, steam was still the principal 
motive power until after World War 2. 

During the early British Railways era, there 
was no example of main line ‘hybrid’ or 
electro-diesel locomotive, although the 

former private companies had begun 
experiments in non-steam traction, but 
with little significant growth.  Most 
published plans of what they expected to 
do in the late 1940s, but the poor state of 
the country’s economy, and the railways 
run-down, wartime condition really 
demanded more than piecemeal proposals.  
That major step-change in thinking and 
investment began after 1956.  That was the 
watershed year, when the “Modernisation 
& Re-Equipment Programme” began, and 
after the decision was taken to implement 
electrification at 25kV a.c.  This forced the 
restriction of d.c., with conductor rails, to 
the Southern Region, and scrap the limited 
1500V d.c. overhead scheme already begun. 

The Southern Region of BR was effectively 
split between steam and diesel traction 
after 1956 for long distance main line and 
express services, and electric multiple unit 
rolling stock for short haul and suburban 
workings.   The express passenger services 
included boat trains running to the ferry 
ports from London, from the prestigious 
“Golden Arrow” to international Pullman 
workings like the “Night Ferry”.  The 
isolated examples of higher-powered diesel 
and electric locomotives offered some 
improvement for main line and express 
haulage, but for mixed traffic, there was 
really only steam.  Similarly, freight 
workings were generally in the hands of 
steam, and later, medium powered diesel 
locomotives, as the modernisation plan 
took hold. 

So, what was the point of a locomotive 
that housed both a diesel engine, and 
picked up its power from the conductor 
rail?  The answer of course was “gaps”.  
These were breaks in the third rail – of 
which there were quite a few – and 
without current collection, no power, and 
no traction.  Aside from that, the sudden 
loss of electrical energy, and its equally 
sudden restoration would have its impact 
on the locomotive, of course, this was well 



 

known, as was the effect of the weather on 
the contact mechanism.  The gap problem 
was avoided by equipping the first electric 
locomotives with a motor-generator set 
and a flywheel, enabling energy to be 
stored by the power unit, to cover the loss 
of supply at those gaps. 

Then there was the operational problem – 
freight and mixed traffic workings and 
track possessions at night.  The 
international traffic came via Dover and 
over the former LB&SCR lines into 
London, and in the 1950s, BR were also 
extending the third rail network to 
Bournemouth, and operationally 
were in need of ‘mixed traffic’ 
motive power.    This extension, 
together with other projects 
such as the Kent Coast 
scheme, were all part of BR’s 
plan to eliminate steam from 
the Southern Region.  In Kent, 
the electrified lines back to 
London’s Victoria station also saw 
the arrival in 1958-60 of 24 new 
2,300hp electric locomotives, 
built at BR’s Doncaster Works.  
These proved a success with 
those prestigious passenger 
trains, as well as the heavy 
freight workings on these routes, but the 
‘gap’ and track possession for PW work 
remained a challenge, and a more flexible 
design of mixed traffic power was needed.  
The initial success of the new high-
powered electric locos rapidly faded, and 
barely 2 to 3 years after the arrival of the 
last of these locomotives a new approach 
was decided on. 

The end result of discussions was the 
arrival in 1962 of a 1,600hp electric 
locomotive, also fitted with a 600hp diesel 

engine, and designed to fit the narrow 
‘Hastings Gauge’, with 6 of these appearing 
from Eastleigh Works, between February 
and November 1962.  These were 
designated type JA, or under the TOPS 
coding system they became Class 73/0.  
The basic design of the six prototype 
locomotives was carried out at Eastleigh by 
BR, and in co-ordination with English 
Electric, who provided the traction and 
control equipment, along with the diesel 
engine. 

Following successful trials in service of the 
new electro-diesels, in 1964 BR placed an 
order for 30 from English Electric, and 
which were built at Vulcan Foundry, in 
Newton-le-Willows, where the diesel 
engine was also built. This order was later 
extended by a further 13 locomotives, to a 
total production run of 43. The electrical 
equipment, in common with many other 
orders at the time, was manufactured in 
Preston, at what we could say is, or rather 
was, the ‘home’ of electric traction in the 
UK. 

Design Basics 

As a ‘secondary’ main line electric 
locomotive, the Class 73 met the 
Southern’s mixed traffic requirements, 
alongside the bonus of operating freight 
trains along the main lines, and shunting 

within goods yards.  This option for 
shunting meant the provision of dual 
controls in the cab.  The design of what 
was originally described as Type JB 
locomotives was identical to the prototype 

The English Electric publicity shot of the first of the production series, just 
out shopped from the Vulcan Foundry Works at Newton-le-Willows.   

Photo: RPB/GEC Collection 



 

units built by BR a couple of years earlier.  
Operating on the 675V d.c. third-rail 
system, the maximum power available was 
1,600hp, whilst over lines where the 
power has been switched off, or on non-
electrified lines, an English Electric Type 4 
SRKT diesel engine provided 600hp. 

English Electric had a solid history of 
supplying traction equipment from Preston 
to railways around the world, and in the 
UK, BR’s Southern Region was no 
exception.  The 2,300hp straight electrics 
built at Doncaster Works were fitted with 
EE traction motors and control equipment. 

 

Leading Dimensions 

  
Gauge 4' 8 1/2" 

Wheel arrangement Bo-Bo 

Maximum service speed 90 m.p.h.  

Power rating-I hour  1,600 h.p. electric 

  600 h.p. diesel  

Tractive effort (nominal maximum) 42,000 lb. at 25% adhesion 

Tractive effort (1 hr Full Field) 18,600 lb.  

Nominal supply voltage 675V d.c.  

Weight in W.O. 75 tons  

Length over buffers 53' 8'" 

Width over footsteps 8' 8"  

Overall height 12' 5 7/16"; max  

Bogie pivot centres 32' 0" 

Bogie wheelbase 8 ' 9 " 

Wheel diameter 3' 4"  

General Layout and Construction 



 

These locomotives followed the basic 
design pattern of all BR’s 1950s and 1960s 
designs, with a cab at each end and a full 
width body, supported on fabricated 
longitudinal frameworks, and with 2 or 3-
axle bogies.  There were exceptions to this 
approach, primarily in the Western 
Region’s later “Warship” class design, and 
the use of glass fibre, or GRP mouldings 

were not sufficiently developed for use 
within the structure of the body. 

The body was divided by a central 
bulkhead into two compartments, with the 
diesel engine housed at the No.1 end, and 
electrical equipment at the No.2 end, as 
shown in the diagram.

The underframes were fabricated from 
rolled steel joists, with solebars from 
channel section steel, and at each end, 
the fabricated dragboxes carried the 
buffing and drawgear.  The buffers were 
retractable, and able to be rotated 
through 90 degrees, to enable these 
locomotives to be close-coupled and 
operated in multiple. 

The body sides were fabricated in the 
form� of a lattice structure known as 
Warren girders – in much the same way 
as a girder bridge might be built - the 
outside faces were then covered in steel 
sheets, and sloped towards cantrail level 
to match existing multiple unit rolling 
stock.   The inner face of the body 
structure was covered in aluminium 
sheet, which was also used for the 
partitions between compartments, and the 
driving cabs.  Aluminium sheet – as tread 
plates was used on the floors. 

The driving cabs at either end were the 
height of luxury compared to the steam 
locomotives still in everyday service in the 
1960s, and were a double walled structure, 
with glass fibre matting used for insulation. 

 

Power and Control 

The engine - an English Electric Type 
4SRKT - was installed on three resilient 
mounts, and can be removed, or 
reinstalled, through the translucent roof 
panels over the engine and electrical 
compartments.  For both the six prototype 
locos built at Eastleigh, and the English 
Electric built production series were fitted 
with the same engine.  The design was 
what became widely known as a medium 
speed type, generating 600hp at 850rpm, 
which was connected directly to the main 

generator, via a common shaft.  The main, 
or traction generator had a continuous 
rating of 387kW, and attached at the 
outboard end of this assembly, was an 
auxiliary generator, with an output of 
35kW to provide power to control 
systems, lighting, etc.   

The bogies carried a pair of English Electric 
(EE 546/1B) d.c. traction motors in what 
was then the standard, nose suspended, 
axle hung arrangement, all fitted with roller 



 

bearings, and driving the axles through 
gearing in a ratio of 19:61.  These 4-pole 
motors were able to deliver 395hp at 
1,010 rpm, giving the production electro-

diesels a top speed of 100 mph.  The 
prototype, Eastleigh built locos had EE 
542A traction motors. 

 

Electrical controls 

Running in multiple was important to the 
success of this design, and given the 
particular requirements on BR(SR), the use 
of the long established 27-wire cable 
connection across each coach in a set 
would need to be used.  The system 
covered all electrical connectivity needed, 
from door control and electric lighting to 
the power control for the motors, and the 
inter-vehicle connections achieved through 
jumper cables.  On the electro-diesels, at 
either end the jumper cables are 
terminated just below the cab windows, on 
both left and right hand sides.   

This arrangement permitted working with 
Class 33/1 BRC&W / Sulzer diesel locos, 
the Class 71 electric locos, and the later 
Class 74 electro-diesels, alongside all 
BR(SR) post 1951 electric and diesel-
electric multiple units. 

There were two separate fully equipped 
driving positions, on both left and right 
hand sides of the full cab width driving 
desk, with one position was used for 
electric operations, the other for diesel 
only.  The locomotives were designed to 
operate in multiple with other electro-
diesel locomotives, the Southern’s existing 
diesel-electric locomotives and with 
multiple-unit electric trains. It was designed 
so that each locomotive could be 
controlled from a remote driver's cab 
whether functioning as a diesel or an 
electric unit, and if necessary the diesel 
engine could be started from a remote 
driving position. Changeover from all 
electric to diesel could be made at any 
time, and did not require the locomotive 
to be stationary.  At least these were the 
intentions – a plan to make operating these 
as mixed traffic types easier for footplate 
crews. 

Bogies and Running gear 

Underneath this fabricated body these 
locomotives were carried on a pair of 
bogies with a wheelbase of 8ft 9ins, with 
3ft 4ins wheels, and positioned at 32ft 0ins 
centres.  The bogies were a sub-assembly 
built up from steel channel sections, and 
some castings, and were essentially a 
development of the SLM design, and 
proved very successful in operation.  The 
corners of the bogie frames were 
fabricated in the Eastleigh built prototypes, 
which were replaced by castings in the 
English Electric builds.  The production 
series bogies were also interchangeable 
with the motor coaches built for the 
Bournemouth electrification. 

These locomotives were also fitted with 
the Southern Region’s “Pullman” style 
rubbing plate, to allow close coupling to 
the next vehicle, which included the 
region’s electric and diesel-electric multiple 
units. 

Of course, aside from the brake equipment, 
and traction motors, the bogies also 
included coil springs for main and 
secondary suspension, and swing links 
provided the connection to the bolster 
spring plank.  In the earlier prototype 
locos built at Eastleigh, the primary 
suspension was converted to leaf springs, 
instead of the coil springs used on the 
electric locomotives from which the Type 



 

JA was derived.  The bogies in addition, of 
course, carried the retractable contact 
shoe gear, with four to each bogie, 
resiliently mounted, and which were held 
in the retracted position by a spring 
mechanism when the locos were travelling 
over non-electrified sections. 

Also slung below the floor of the 
locomotive, between the bogies were a 
pair of fuel tanks, and the motor-generator 
set, exhausters, together with the main 

and auxiliary air-reservoirs for the control 
and braking systems.  All of these 
locomotives were fitted with multiple 
brakes systems, including vacuum and 
straight air brakes, together with the 
Southern’s standard EPB (Electro-
Pneumatic Brake) used on that region’s 
diesel and electric MU stock.  The vacuum 
brake was of course needed for the then 
standard main line coaching stock, and the 
majority of fitted freight trains. 

 

Operations & Allocations 

The dates of building, and in some cases, withdrawal are listed below: 

The Prototypes 

Original Type Tops Number Builder Date to service Withdrawn 

E6001 JA 73001 BR Eastleigh Feb-62 May-2000 

E6002 JA 73002 BR Eastleigh Mar-62 Nov-1995 

E6003 JA 73003 BR Eastleigh Apr-62 Sep-1996 

E6004 JA 73004 BR Eastleigh Jul-62 Sep-1991 

E6005 JA 73005 BR Eastleigh Jul-62 2002 

E6006 JA 73006 BR Eastleigh Nov-62 2002 

 

Initially, the six prototypes, following 
acceptance testing and trial running, were 
allocated to Stewarts Lane (75D in 1964), 
where they remained in the pre-
privatisation era.  Three of this type JA 
design have been rescued for preservation, 
although not without some changes and 
modifications, including the first of the 

class, originally E6001, now kept at Crewe 
by Locomotive Services Ltd. (LSL).  

All of the prototype locos received their 
TOPS numbers in February 1974, just 12 
years after their arrival, later transferred 
to Merseyside, and based at Birkenhead, 
two of the class – then defined as 73/0 – 
were repainted and modified and 
reclassified in Class 73/9. 

 

Production Build 

Original Type Tops Number Builder Works No. Date to service Withdrawn 

E6007 JB 73101 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3569 E339 Oct-65 May-2002 

E6008 JB 73102 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3570 E340 Oct-65  

E6009 JB 73103 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3571 E341 Nov-65  

E6010 JB 73104 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3572 E342 Nov-65  

E6011 JB 73105 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3573 E343 Dec-65  

E6012 JB 73106 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3574 E344 Dec-65 Feb-2000 



 

E6013 JB 73107 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3575 E345 Dec-65  

E6014 JB 73108 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3576 E346 Jan-66 Jan-2002 

E6015 JB 73109 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3577 E347 Jan-66  

E6016 JB 73110 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3578 E348 Jan-66 May-2002 

E6017 JB 73111 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3579 E349 Jan-66 May-1991 

E6018 JB 73112 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3580 E350 Feb-66  

E6019 JB 73113 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3581 E351 Feb-66  

E6020 JB 73114 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3582 E352 Feb-66 Jan-1999 

E6021 JB 73115 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3583 E353 Feb-66 Apr-1982 

E6022 JB 73116 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3584 E354 Mar-66 Sep-2002 

E6023 JB 73117 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3585 E355 Mar-66  

E6024 JB 73118 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3586 E356 Mar-66  

E6025 JB 73119 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3587 E357 Mar-66  

E6026 JB 73120 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3588 E358 Apr-66  

E6027 JB  English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3589 E359 Apr-66 Jul-1972 * 

E6028 JB 73121 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3590 E360 Apr-66  

E6029 JB 73122 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3591 E361 Apr-66  

E6030 JB 73123 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3592 E362 May-66  

E6031 JB 73124 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3593 E363 May-66  

E6032 JB 73125 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3594 E364 May-66  

E6033 JB 73126 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3595 E365 May-66 Jan-1999 

E6034 JB 73127 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3596 E366 May-66 May-2001 

E6035 JB 73128 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3597 E367 Jun-66  

E6036 JB 73129 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3598 E368 Jun-66 Jun-2002 

E6037 JB 73130 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3709 E369 Jul-66  

E6038 JB 73131 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3710 E370 Jul-66 Sep-2003 

E6039 JB 73132 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3711 E371 Jul-66 Nov-1998 

E6040 JB 73133 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3712 E372 Aug-66  

E6041 JB 73134 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3713 E373 Aug-66 Apr-1999 

E6042 JB 73135 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3714 E374 Aug-66  

E6043 JB 73136 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3715 E375 Sep-66  

E6044 JB 73137 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3716 E376 Sep-66  

E6045 JB 73138 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3717 E377 Oct-66  

E6046 JB 73139 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3718 E378 Oct-66 Mar-1999 

E6047 JB 73140 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3719 E379 Oct-66 Nov-1998 

E6048 JB 73141 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3720 E380 Dec-66  

E6049 JB 73142 English Electric/ Vulcan Fdry. E3721 E381 Jan-67  

Notes: 

* Together with E6010, locomotive E6027 was involved in a serious accident at Horsham on 
8th January 1972, when it collided with two 4-car multiple units – 4BEP type No. 7004, and 
4CIG No. 7362.  As a result, 17 people were injured and E6027 suffered severe damage, 
with the cab and engine compartment demolished and pushed back half way along the 
loco’s body.  There was less damage to E6010, but E6027 was scrapped at Stewarts Lane 
depot the following year. 

o Accident report: http://www.railwaysarchive.co.uk/docsummary.php?docID=1121  
 



 

The first of the original six locomotives 
started operating on 5th February 1962, 
and ran trials between Eastleigh and 
Basingstoke – to test the diesel engine and 
generator set – and it was then on to 
Stewarts Lane depot for testing as a 
straight electric loco.  All of this new 
design were intended for the Southern’s 
South-Eastern Division, and it was planned 
that their first duties would be running out 
of Hither Green and Norwood Junction 
depot.  At this point they would be 
operating at night, paired with 4-CEP units, 
and working newspaper trains from 
Holborn Viaduct and Victoria. 

The English Electric supplied locomotives 
began to appear from October 1965, and 
they too were allocated to Stewarts Lane, 
where they remained largely intact 
throughout their life in BR days.  They 
were intended to cover all shunting work 
and to work trains over "dead" sections of 
line at reasonable speeds.   

The basic operational plan was for these 
new electro-diesels to perform the same 
type of duty as theSouthern Region's Type 
3 1,550 h.p. diesel- �electric locomotives, 
including hauling freight trains of up to 700 
tons� and passenger trains of up to 10 
coaches �on a ruling gradient of 1 in 70.    
During early operations it was noted that 
the electro-diesel performance was better 
than that of the Sulzer powered BRC&W 
Type 3 in the lower speed range, but at 
over 75 m.p.h. the conventional diesel-
electric was a much better performer.  In 
addition to their more or less conventional 
passenger and freight train workings, the 
electro-diesels were often put to work in 
push-pull mode on services to 
Bournemouth, paired with non-powered 
electric sets.  BR’s organizational changes 
in the 1970s, and 1980s brought about 
some changes in duty – notably perhaps 
with the need to provide a rapid passenger 
service to the needs of an expanding 
airport at Gatwick. 

 

 

E6034 on a typical fitted freight working in rail blue livery 



 

The Gatwick Express 

BR allocated 14 
locomotives Nos. 73201 to 
73213 and 73235 to 
working the shuttle 
services from London 
Victoria to Gatwick 
Airport in 1984. The 
Gatwick Express trains 
were a push-pull operation, 
with a Class 73 at one end, 
and a driving van trailer 
(GLV Class 489) at the 
other, with a rake of 
converted BR Mark II 
coaches in between.  The 
driving van trailers were 
converted from existing 
Class 414 driving motor 
coaches, and numbered 
489101-489110. 

For this service, the locos 
had also been modified – to improve 
acceleration – but this led to an increase in 
‘arcing’ of the contact shoes when 
conductor rail gaps were passed.  But what 
was a minor operating problem in normal 

operating conditions, because of the 
changes, and the new service, a fix was 
needed, and was provided in the shape of 
“flash guards” fitted on the bogies, around 
the contact shoes.   

 

Later Modifications 

As these locomotives 
continued to work into the 
new century, mainly on 
infrastructure trains for 
Network Rail, the age of 
their power train began to 
take its toll.  Following the 
fragmentation of British 
Rail’s operations, new train 
operators sprang up, and 
GB Railways – later to 
become GB Railfreight – 
took over 20 of the ageing 
electro-diesels.  Initial 
changes included replacing 
the English Electric diesel 

One of the Gatwick Express sub-class No. 73201 passing Clapham 
Junction    

Photo: Phil Scott 
CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=760232 

 

Class 73/1 No. 73114 at Clapham Junction heading a train of coaching 
stock on the fast lines. Although equipped to operate on electric 

power, the faint plume of smoke above suggests it is running on diesel.   
Photo By Martin Addison, CC BY-SA 2.0, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=13116247 



 

with a new MTU 1,600hp unit, and a 
further renumbering into the 739XXX 
series.  These changes, which retained the 
original multiple unit working equipment, 
were carried out from 2013 at the 
Loughborough Works of Brush Traction, 
although now owned by the Wabtec 
Corporation. 

Other GB Railfreight electro-diesels were 
subject to further extensive modifications, 
from replacement of the original electro-
mechanical control equipment with a d.c. 
‘chopper’ system, to replacing the English 

Electric engine with Cummins engines.  
The engines were unable to meet the 
emissions standards of the 21st century, 
and were supplanted by a pair of Cummins 
QSK19 engines, each developing 750hp.  
The National Railway Equipment Co 
provided the new “NForce” control 
system and driver interface, and the entire 
modification process carried out by 
Railway Vehicle Engineering Ltd (RVEL).  
RVEL are based at the old BR Railway 
Technical Centre in Derby, and now 
known as Loram Rail.

Post Privatisation 

All except the 14 used on the Gatwick 
Express, and E6027, which was scrapped 
after the crash at Horsham Station in 
January 1972, were passed to EWS after 
1996, and continued operating on 
Southern Region metals until the late1990s, 
when many were withdrawn.  EWS was 
not successful in maintaining or expanding 
its freight operations, and even in the first 
year, had sold off the old BR Railfreight 

Distribution and International services.  
Fragmentation of the freight industry was 
not going well.  By 2007 Deutsche Bahn 
completed its takeover of what were the 
majority of the old BR rail freight sectors, 
as EWS disappeared.     

The last 10 years or so – between 2007 
and 2019 – has seen ownership and 
operation of the Class 73 in a number of 
different hands, including: 

1) Eurostar – two locos (73118 & 73130) 
2) FM Rail – bought several from EWS, some repaired for use on preserved lines 

(73114) 
3) GB Railfreight – 6 locos initially (73203-7 & 73209), followed by various others, 

including re-engined Class 73/9 variants. 
4) Merseyrail – four locos used for shunting and departmental workings. 
5) Network Rail – two inherited from Railtrack, now operating three (73138/951/952) 
6) RT Rail – one loco (73107); the first of the English Electric built electro-diesels 
7) South West Trains – inherited one loco (73109), and leased two others from 

Porterbrook Leasing. 
8) Transmart Trains – started as a preservation operation with one loco (73136), now 

offers locos on contract to various operators through acquisition of other members 
of the class, though some have been sold on. 

The operational picture for these electro-
diesel locomotives that began life in 1962 
has been much more complicated after the 
privatisation of British Rail, and their 
continued operation may be a tribute to 
their original builders, they do remain a 
novelty in the UK.  Perhaps surprisingly, 
there are other examples of the electro-
diesel concept in operation in Europe, and 
it is not too much of a stretch to suggest 

what we now refer to as “bi-mode” trains, 
are just electro-diesels with a different 
label. 

There are no fewer than 24 of these 
locomotives currently in service, including 
two from the original pilot batch of 6; Nos. 
E6005 and E6006, which were converted 
by Brush Traction in 2015, to become 
Class 73/9.  They are used today mainly on 



 

GB Railfreight services, and continued 
modifications being carried out will likely 
see them in action for some years to come 
yet.  Six of the rebuilt locos now haul the 
Caledonian Sleeper services across 
Scotland between Edinburgh, Aberdeen 
and Fort William, taking over the trains at 
Edinburgh Waverley Station.  These 
services were formed from new sleeper 
coaches built by CAF in Spain, and first 
entered service on the London to 
Edinburgh route in Spring 2019, with the 
connections to the north expected to see 
the new rolling stock by the Summer.  
Brand new coaches, but still ably hauled by 
locomotives more than 57 years old.

Class 73 Electro-diesel No. 73966 in Caledonian Sleeper livery at Fort William 
Station 

Photo By Ian KMantel - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=48803144By 



 

Preservation & Scrapping 

Eight of the class have been preserved, including two from the Eastleigh built pre-production 
batch. 

Preserved Locos 
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E6001 JA 73001 Feb-74 73901  BR Eastleigh  Feb-62 May-2000 Preserved by LSL and now 
located at Crewe TMD 

E6002 JA 73002 Feb-74 
  

BR Eastleigh 
 

Mar-62 Nov-1995 
Stored at Eastleigh Arlington.   
It is now preserved, although 
unlikely to run again. 

E6003 JA 73003 Feb-74   BR Eastleigh  Apr-62 Sep-1996 Preserved at Swindon and 
Cricklade Railway 

E6020 JB 73114 Feb-74   

English 
Electric/ 

Vulcan Fdry. 
E3582 Feb-66 Jan-1999 On loan to Battlefield Line 

railway 

E6022 JB 73116 Feb-74 73210 Feb-88 
English 

Electric/ 
Vulcan Fdry. 

E3584 Mar-66 Sep-2002 Preserved at Ecclesbourne 
Valley Railway 

E6024 JB 73118 Feb-74   

English 
Electric/ 

Vulcan Fdry. 
E3586 Mar-66  

Preserved at the Barry Railway 
Centre 

E6036 JB 73129 Feb-74 
  

English 
Electric/ 

Vulcan Fdry. 
E3598 Jun-66 Jun-2002 Preserved at Goucester & 

Warwickshire Railway 

E6047 JB 73140 Jan-74   

English 
Electric/ 

Vulcan Fdry. 
E3719 Oct-66 Nov-1998 Preserved at Tunbridge Wells 

West 

 

Stored Locos 
There are also still a number in storage, including these: 
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E6007 JB 73101 Jan-74 English Electric/Vulcan Fdry. E3569 Oct-65 May-2002 Stored at Eastleigh 

E6016 JB 73110 Feb-74 English Electric/Vulcan Fdry. E3578 Jan-66 May-2002 Stored at Eastleigh 

E6037 JB 73130 Feb-74 English Electric/Vulcan Fdry. E3709 Jul-66   Stored at Finmere Station 

E6042 JB 73135 Feb-74 English Electric/Vulcan Fdry. E3714 Aug-66   Stored   

E6046 JB 73139 Mar-74 English Electric/Vulcan Fdry. E3718 Oct-66 Mar-1999 Stored at Eastleigh 

 

 

  



 

Scrapped Locos 
Those that have been scrapped include this selection, although at least one of these was 
stored and cannibalised for spares: 
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E6012 JB 73106 Jan-74 
English Electric/  

Vulcan Fdry. E3574 Dec-65 
Feb-
2000 Scrapped at Rotherham in Sep 2004 

E6014 JB 73108 Jan-74 English Electric/  
Vulcan Fdry. E3576 Jan-66 Jan-

2002 Scrapped at Rotherham in Sep 2004 

E6017 JB 73111 Feb-74 English Electric/  
Vulcan Fdry. E3579 Jan-66 May-

1991 Scrapped at Stewarts Lane Jan 1997 

E6021 JB 73115 Feb-74 English Electric/  
Vulcan Fdry. E3583 Feb-66 Apr-

1982 
Scrapped at Slade Green Depot in Apr 
1982 

E6027 JB   
English Electric/  

Vulcan Fdry. E3589 Apr-66 Jul-
1972 

Scrapped at Slade Green Depot in Feb 
1973 

E6033 JB 73126 Jan-74 English Electric/  
Vulcan Fdry. 

E3595 May-66 Jan-
1999 

Scrapped at Booth Roe Metals, 
Rotherham - 6/8/2009 

E6038 JB 73131 Jan-74 English Electric/  
Vulcan Fdry. E3710 Jul-66 Sep-

2003 Scrapped at Rotherham in Aug 2004 

E6039 JB 73132 Jan-74 
English Electric/  

Vulcan Fdry. E3711 Jul-66 
Nov-
1998 

Scrapped by Ron Hull Jr. at Rotherham 
in Aug 2006 

E6041 JB 73134 Feb-74 English Electric/ 
Vulcan Fdry. E3713 Aug-66 Apr-

1999 
Dis-assembled for spares at Brush 
Traction. 

 

 

All remaining BR electro-diesels are still, either in service, or for a few, being rebuilt to 
meet current traction, operational or technology and emission requirements.   There are 
also a number of electro-diesel locomotives in production and operation on various railways, 
mainly in Europe, with other examples in Canada and the USA. 

 

Final Thoughts 

The unique nature of this BR development 
from 1962 was added to a mere 50 years 
later, when DRS Rail announced its order 
for new electro-diesel locomotives – the 
Class 88 – from Vossloh Espana (Now 
Stadler Rail).  These were leased through 
Beacon Rail Leasing, and entered service in 
2017, regularly hauling the Daventry to 
Mossend intermodal working, although 
unlike the first electro-diesels, these pick 

up from 25kV a.c. overhead.  The diesel 
power unit is a Caterpillar C27 
950 hp engine with traction equipment 
from ABB. 

Interestingly, 7 of the 10 locos now in 
service with DRS, carry the names 
originally given to the Class EM2 
locomotives on the Manchester-Sheffield 
electrification from the 1950s. 

-oOo- 


